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THCENTURY :ULUS AND TH CENTURY :U×I WHO DISTINGUISH @WESTERNERS 
ACCORDING TO THEIR CHARACTERISTIC APPROACHES TO THE INDIGENOUS OWNERS OF 
THE LAND AND RARELY IF EVER APPEAR AS A SINGLE UNIFORM BLOC
)N HIS CONCLUDING CHAPTERS -ORLEY SUMMARIZES AND ARGUES FOR RESEARCH 
INTO DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGIES BOTH OLD AND NEW IN ADDITION TO THE ANALYSIS 
OF MEDIA CONTENT 4ELEVISION WHICH WITH *OHN (ARTLEY HE ARGUES IS UN
THINKABLE WITHOUT THE REFRIGERATOR NEEDS TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS DOMESTIC 
FURNITURE AND AS  SYMBOLIC OBJECT AN ANALYSIS  SUPPORTED WITH CULTURAL 
EXAMPLES FROM !FRICA #HINA AND THE +OREAN!MERICAN ARTIST .AM *UNE 
0AIK WHOSE &AMILY OF 2OBOT ADORNS THE BOOKS COVER AND WHICH LEADS HIM 
TO HIS CONCLUDING OBSERVATION THAT IN THE MANY MODERNITIES OF THE GLOBAL
IZING WORLD BY NO MEANS ALL OF THEM SECULAR OR WESTERN MAGIC AND SCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITION IN OTHER WORDS CULTURE CONTINUE TO FUNCTION IN 
UNEXPECTED WAYS )N SHORT ALTHOUGH THE BOOK AT FIRST APPEARS AS A COLLECTION 
OF ESSAYS IT IS IN FACT A VERY COHERENT ARGUMENT FOR AND EXEMPLIFICATION 
OF  THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CULTURAL STUDIES  IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN 
ACTIVITY AND FOR A CULTURAL STUDIES WHICH IS UNAFRAID TO TACKLE ASSUMPTIONS 
AND PRESUMPTIONS INCLUDING ITS OWN IN THE LIGHT OF ACTUAL PRACTICES  
2EFERENCES
(UNTINGTON 30 	 @4HE #LASH OF #IVILIZATIONS &OREIGN !FFAIRS 	 
n 
3EAN #UBITT
5NIVERSITY OF -ELBOURNE !USTRALIA
-ARY #ELESTE +EARNEY 'IRLS -AKE -EDIA .EW 9ORK 2OUTLEDGE  
XIII   PP )3".  HBK	  )3".  
PBK	 
@2EVOLUTION 'IRL 3TYLE .OW WAS THE S RALLYING CRY OF THE @2IOT 'RRRL 
MOVEMENT THE HETEROGENEOUS BUT SELFCONSCIOUSLY FEMINIST NETWORK OF 
YOUNG WOMEN WHO CHALLENGED DOMINANT IMAGES OF PASSIVE CONFORMIST 
FEMININITY THROUGH THEIR BATTERY OF REBELLIOUS SONGS FANZINES AND WEBSITES 
"UT THE SLOGAN COULD ALSO SERVE AS A NEAT EPITHET FOR 'IRLS -AKE -EDIA 
-ARY #ELESTE +EARNEYS COMPELLING ACCOUNT OF THE PROLIFERATING UNIVERSE 
OF YOUNG WOMENS MEDIA PRODUCTION $RAWING ON A PROFUSION OF ORIGINAL 
SOURCE MATERIAL +EARNEY SURVEYS THE PRACTICES OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION AND 
IDENTITY EXPLORATION ENACTED  THROUGH GIRLS PRODUCTION OF ZINES  FILMS 
AND WEBSITES 4HIS PLETHORA OF CULTURAL ACTIVITY IS +EARNEY ARGUES NOT 
SIMPLY A CONTEXT WHERE GIRLS @EXPRESS THEMSELVES EXPLORE THEIR IDENTITIES 
AND CONNECT WITH OTHERS P 	 BUT A REALM OF POWERFUL SELFREPRESENTATION 
WHICH HAS  THE CAPACITY  TO DIVERSIFY AND DEMOCRATIZE  THE WIDER WORLD 
OF CONTEMPORARY POPULAR CULTURE &OR +EARNEY YOUNG WOMENS PRACTICES 
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OF CULTURAL CREATIVITY EXPAND AND TRANSFORM POPULAR CULTURE THROUGH THEIR 
FREQUENT SUBVERSION OF THE COMMERCIAL MEDIAS REPRESENTATIONS OF GIRLHOOD 
AND  IN SO DOING  @CONTRIBUTE TO THE FORMATION OF THE DEMOCRATIC MEDIA 
SYSTEM THAT IS INTRINSIC TO A PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY P 	
3INCE THE S MANY CULTURAL THEORISTS HAVE HIGHLIGHTED THE ELEMENTS 
OF AGENCY AND MEANINGFUL CREATIVITY WITHIN YOUNG PEOPLES ACTS OF COM
MODITY CONSUMPTION +EARNEY ACKNOWLEDGES THE DIMENSIONS OF CREATIVITY 
TO CONSUMER PRACTICE BUT CHARTS NEW TERRITORY BY FOCUSING ON @GIRL MEDIA
MAKERS  THE ARTIFACTS  THEY PRODUCE AND THE WAYS  IN WHICH THESE OFTEN 
REPRESENT A SITE OF CULTURAL AND POLITICAL ACTION (ER SCOPE IS WIDERANGING 
&ROM A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF GIRLS CULTURAL PRODUCTION BEFORE THE MID
TH CENTURY +EARNEYS STUDY GOES ON TO EXPLORE THE IMPACT OF THE S 
2IOT 'RRRL MOVEMENT ON @GIRLMADE MEDIA THE INTRODUCTION OF GIRLSONLY 
MEDIA EDUCATION AND MEDIA LITERACY CURRICULA AND THE RECENT UPSURGE IN 
YOUNG WOMENS INDEPENDENTLYPRODUCED ZINES MOVIES AND WEBSITES
+EARNEYS PREFACE REVEALS THAT AN ELEMENT OF BIOGRAPHY UNDERPINS THE 
AGENDA OF 'IRLS -AKE -EDIA $ISCUSSING HER EARLY ENCOUNTERS WITH 2IOT 
'RRRL CULTURE SHE DESCRIBES HOW THE MOVEMENTS ZINES AND MUSIC NOT ONLY 
INFLUENCED THE COURSE OF HER 0H$ RESEARCH BUT SPURRED HER TO RECLAIM A 
@BOISTEROUS GIRLISHSELF P IX	 THAT WAS AN INSPIRING ALTERNATIVE TO OLDER 
HEGEMONIC BRANDS OF FEMINISM )NDEED +EARNEYS ACCOUNT OF THE 2IOT 'RRRL 
PHENOMENON REPRESENTS ONE OF THE BOOKS MOST ENGAGING SECTIONS #HARTING 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOVEMENT SINCE ITS INCEPTION AMID 7ASHINGTON 
$#S PUNK SCENE OF THE EARLY S +EARNEY SHOWS HOW 2IOT 'RRRL MUSIC 
ZINES AND EVENTS FUNCTIONED AS A COMMUNITY BASED ON FEMALE SOLIDARITY n 
A CULTURAL SPACE WHERE YOUNG WOMEN COULD @EXPLORE THEIR EXPERIENCES OF 
SEXISM MISOGYNY AND HOMOSEXUALITY AND @CONNECT PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
TO  LARGER  SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS SUCH AS PATRIARCHY AND HETEROCENTRICISM 
P 	 +EARNEY EMPHASIZES MOREOVER THAT A PUNKINSPIRED DOITYOURSELF 
ETHOS HAS ALWAYS BEEN CENTRAL TO THE 2IOT 'RRRL PHENOMENON #ITING BANDS 
SUCH AS "IKINI +ILL "RATMOBILE AND (EAVENS TO "ETSY FILMMAKERS SUCH AS 
3ADIE "ENNING AND ,UCY 4HANE AND INDEPENDENT ZINE DISTRIBUTORS SUCH AS 
'RRRL 3TYLE AND 0ANDER :INE $ISTRO +EARNEY ARGUES THAT THE 2IOT 'RRRL 
MOVEMENT HAS BEEN A FONT OF AMATEUR AUTHORSHIP WITH GIRLS CRAFTING A 
WEALTH OF SELFPRODUCED MEDIA -OREOVER THESE TEXTS HAVE ALLOWED YOUNG 
WOMEN TO EXIST OUTSIDE THE INSTITUTIONS OF COMMERCIAL YOUTH CULTURE SIG
NALLING @A REBELLION AGAINST NOT ONLY GIRLS SUBORDINATED POSITION BUT ALSO 
THEIR COMPLICATED ECONOMIC POSITION AS ONE OF THE PRIMARY TARGET GROUPS 
FOR THE FASHION BEAUTY AND CULTURE INDUSTRIES P 	
3UBSEQUENT CHAPTERS DEVELOP THE THEME +EARNEYS EXTENDED ANALYSIS 
OF GIRLS  SELFPUBLISHED ZINES  FOR EXAMPLE OFFERS A  SPIRITED ACCOUNT OF 
YOUNG  @ZINESTERS WHO SUBVERT DOMINANT MEDIA DISCOURSE THROUGH DEFT 
ACTS OF TEXTUAL APPROPRIATION AND $ADAESQUE STRATEGIES OF DÏTOURNEMENT 
+EARNEY DESCRIBES  FOR EXAMPLE HOW THE GRRRL ZINE (EY 4HERE "ARBIE 
'IRL PILFERS FROM COMMERCIAL CHILDRENS CULTURE WITH COVERS THAT FEATURE 
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MISCHIEVOUS PHOTOGRAPHS OF "ARBIE DOLLS DANGLING FROM A HANGMANS 
NOOSE &OR +EARNEY TEXTS SUCH AS THESE REPRESENT A STAGE FOR THE ELABORATION 
OF REBELLIOUS COUNTERHEGEMONIC FORMS OF  FEMININITY AND ALLOW THEIR 
AUTHORS @TO EXPLORE UNRULY IDENTITIES THAT THEY MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PERFORM 
PUBLICLY  IN  THEIR EVERYDAY  LIVES  P 	 3IMILARLY  IN HER ACCOUNT OF 
THE BURGEONING FIELD OF @GIRLMADE MOVIES n A DIVERSE CANON INCLUDING 
FILMS SUCH AS -IEKO +RELLS DOCUMENTARYSTYLE "ODY )MAGE AND #ANDICE 
9OOS ANIMEINFLUENCED 4OMBOYGIRL n +EARNEY CHAMPIONS A NEW WAVE OF 
YOUNG FEMALE FILMMAKERS WHO ARE DEVELOPING A DISTINCTIVE @GIRLS GAZE 
BY  @CHALLENGING  THE  IDEOLOGIES OF GENDER GENERATION  SEXUALITY  RACE 
ETHNICITY AND DISABILITY PREVALENT  IN 53 SOCIETY AND COMMERCIAL  FILM 
CULTURE P 	 4HE ETHER OF CYBERSPACE MEANWHILE HAS SEEN THE RISE 
OF A NEW LEGION OF SELFTAUGHT  TECHNOLOGICALLYSAVVY  @WEBGURLS WHOSE 
INNOVATIVE USES OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY +EARNEY SUGGESTS STEMS NOT FROM 
THEIR EDUCATIONAL OR WORK EXPERIENCES BUT FROM THEIR  @COMMITMENT TO 
PROGRESSIVE POLITICS AND COUNTERHEGEMONIC MEDIA P 	
!T TIMES 'IRLS -AKE -EDIA MAY SEEM SOMEWHAT CELEBRATORY EVEN 
A TAD ROMANTIC  IN  ITS ACCOUNT OF CLUEDUP CREATIVE RIOT GRRRLS WHO ARE 
SEIZING CONTROL OF  THE CONTEMPORARY MEDIASCAPE "UT +EARNEY READILY 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT @GIRL POWER HAS ITS LIMITS @-OST GIRL MEDIA PRODUCERS 
SHE OBSERVES @ARE FROM UPPERMIDDLECLASS FAMILIES P 	 WITH ACCESS 
TO COMPUTERS CAMCORDERS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND WHO POSSESS THE 
DISPOSABLE LEISURE TIME NEEDED TO MASTER THEIR ASSOCIATED SKILLS 0REDICT
ABLY  @2EVOLUTION 'IRL 3TYLE  IS ALSO  SHOT  THROUGH WITH  INEQUALITIES OF 
@RACE AND ETHNICITY +EARNEY CONCEDES THAT THE NUMBER OF POOR BLACK GIRLS 
WITH ACCESS TO THE TOOLS AND EXPERTISE OF MEDIA PRODUCTION IS SEVERELY LIMITED 
WHILE THE INCLUSION OF BLACK RADICALS IN ZINES PANTHEONS OF FEMINIST ROLE 
MODELS MAY BE WELL INTENTIONED BUT AMOUNTS TO @SAFE GESTURES OF RACIAL 
HEALING x ;THAT= DO NOT REQUIRE WHITE FEMALE YOUTH TO INTERACT DIRECTLY 
WITH PEOPLE OF COLOR P 	 !S +EARNEY RUEFULLY OBSERVES THEN DESPITE 
THE BEST EFFORTS OF MEDIA EDUCATORS AND COMMUNITY ACTIVISTS @CONTEMPORARY 
GIRLS MEDIA IS BEING SHAPED PRIMARILY BY THOSE WITH CONSIDERABLE SOCIAL 
PRIVILEGE AND POWER P 	
4HERE IS ROOM PERHAPS TO QUESTION A FEW OF +EARNEYS VALUE JUDGEMENTS 
4EXTS THAT ADOPT A @PUNK AESTHETIC OR ELABORATE @ALTERNATIVE IDENTITIES AND 
SEXUALITIES FOR EXAMPLE TEND TO BE VALORIZED MORE EMPHATICALLY THAN THOSE 
FOCUSING ON MORE @PROSAIC STYLES AND EXPERIENCES +EARNEY FOR EXAMPLE 
LAMENTS THE FACT THAT @VERY FEW FILMS MADE BY HETEROSEXUAL GIRLS FOCUS ON 
FEMALE FRIENDSHIPS WITHOUT THE INVOLVEMENT OF MALES  IN THE NARRATIVE 
P 	 "UT SURELY THE INCLUSION OF MALES AND HETEROSEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS 
DOES NOT OF ITSELF MAKE A FILM ANY LESS MEANINGFUL THAN ONE DEALING EXCLU
SIVELY WITH FEMALE FRIENDSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS 
/VERALL HOWEVER 'IRLS -AKE -EDIA REPRESENTS A VALUABLE AND HIGHLY 
READABLE CONTRIBUTION TO YOUTH STUDIES SCHOLARSHIP AND WILL APPEAL TO A 
DIVERSE AUDIENCE +EARNEY DELIVERS A FASCINATING ACCOUNT OF YOUNG WOMENS 
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CULTURES OF MEDIA PRODUCTION AND THE TEXTS THEY CREATE n MANY OF WHICH 
REPRESENT A POWERFUL CHALLENGE TO PREVAILING DISCOURSES OF GENDER SEXUALITY 
AND IDENTITY !S +EARNEY OBSERVES  THROUGH THEIR  INSISTENCE TO BE BOTH 
SEEN AND HEARD @GIRL MEDIA PRODUCERS ARE A DISRUPTIVE FORCE AND WE DO 
WELL TO CONSIDER THE CHANGES TO POPULAR CULTURE AND DOMINANT SOCIETY THEIR 
PRESENCE IS PROVOKING P 	
!NNA 'OUGH9ATES AND "ILL /SGERBY
,ONDON -ETROPOLITAN 5NIVERSITY
-EAGHAN -ORRIS )DENTITY !NECDOTES 4RANSLATION AND -EDIA #ULTURE 
,ONDON 3AGE    PP  )3".   HBK	 a 
)3".  PBK	 a
4HIS LATEST COLLECTION OF ESSAYS FROM -EAGHAN -ORRIS BRINGS TOGETHER A 
BODY OF WORK WRITTEN BETWEEN  AND  DEALING WITH WHAT -ORRIS 
CALLS IN HER INTRODUCTION @NATIONALITY TRANSLATION AND hSPEECH INSTITUTIONSv 
IN ORDER TO SKETCH OUT A @PRAGMATICS OF IDENTITY AND A @RHETORIC OF CRITICAL 
PRACTICE FIRST PROVOKED BY THE INVITATION TO WRITE A PIECE ABOUT HER RELATION 
TO NATIONAL IDENTITY AND FEMINISM FOR #AMERA /BSCURA IN  !LL THE 
ESSAYS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL INTRODUCTORY ESSAY HAVE BEEN 
PUBLISHED BEFORE IN A RANGE OF LOCATIONS BOTH POPULAR AND ACADEMIC BUT 
MOST APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN REVISED AND UPDATED FOR THIS VOLUME 
-EAGHAN -ORRIS HAS REMAINED ONE OF THE LEADING FIGURES IN THE INTER
NATIONAL FIELD OF CULTURAL STUDIES FOR MANY YEARS SHE IS AMONG ITS MOST 
FORMIDABLE SCHOLARS OF POSITIONS AND YET ONE OF ITS MOST ACCESSIBLE ENGAGING 
AND PERSONAL VOICES 4HE @IDENTITY ANECDOTE INDEED IS ECHOED IN HER OWN 
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE THE PERSONAL STORY OR CONFESSION ELABORATED IN ELEGANT 
AND SURPRISING WAYS AS A MEANS OF MEDIATING BETWEEN HER VIEW OF AN 
ISSUE AND THAT HELD BY THOSE WITH WHOM SHE HAS CHOSEN TO ENGAGE 4HESE 
ESSAYS ARE AMONG THE MOST  IMPRESSIVE EXAMPLES OF THAT PRACTICE 4HEY 
WERE WRITTEN OVER A PERIOD WHEN -ORRIS WAS WHAT IS OFTEN EUPHEMISTICALLY 
CALLED @AN INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR /VER THIS PERIOD SHE LITERALLY LIVED OFF 
THE QUALITY OF HER PUBLISHED OR PRESENTED WORK n USUALLY PERFORMED AS 
PUBLIC LECTURES OR SEMINARS BEFORE HER PEERS RATHER THAN HER STUDENTS 4HIS 
MUST HAVE BEEN A FINANCIALLY PRECARIOUS EXISTENCE BUT IT ALSO LACKED THE 
DISTRACTIONS OF THE FULLTIME ACADEMIC POSITION THAT -ORRIS LATER TOOK UP 
!S A CONSEQUENCE THESE ESSAYS HAVE THE FINELYCRAFTED AND HIGHLYNUANCED 
FINISH OF THE VERY BEST WORK IN CULTURAL STUDIES
-ANY READERS WILL BE FAMILIAR WITH INDIVIDUAL PIECES IN THIS COLLECTION 
4HE BICENTENARY PIECE @0ANORAMA 4HE ,IVE THE $EAD AND THE ,IVING 
HAS BEEN ANTHOLOGIZED BEFORE AND  @7HITE 0ANIC OR -AD -AX AND THE 
3UBLIME HAS ALSO APPEARED IN VARIOUS FORMS  IT  FORMED THE BASIS FOR A 
SERIES OF MEMORABLE PUBLIC LECTURES THAT -ORRIS PRESENTED IN !USTRALIA AND 
